Science

Earth in Space:
Describe a sphere. • Identify scientific evidence with support. •
Name the planets in the solar system with support. • Explain
how the planets orbit the Sun. • Explain how night and day
occur. • Make predictions about night and day in different
places on Earth. • Report and present findings from enquiries
with support. • Explain that the Moon orbits the Earth not the
Sun

History and Science

Scientists and Inventors
Explain whether evidence supports or refutes ideas; • explain
how Margaret Hamilton’s software inventions changed the way
computer programmes were used; • explain Neil deGrasse
Tyson’s ideas about Pluto; • identify the largest and smallest
planets in our solar system; • record their results accurately
and explain what they show; • use their results to make new
predictions; • identify evidence that supports or refutes the idea
that Stonehenge was used as an astronomical calendar; •
explain their own theories and ideas.
Smashing Stereotypes in Science
To learn about stereotypes; how they can negatively influence
behaviours and attitudes towards others; strategies for
challenging stereotypes.
To learn about stereotypes in the workplace and that a
person’s career aspirations should not be limited by them
To learn about what might influence people’s decisions about a
job or career (e.g. personal interests and values, family
connections to certain trades or businesses, strengths and
qualities, ways in which stereotypical assumptions can deter
people from aspiring to certain jobs)
To learn about some of the skills that will help them in their
future careers e.g. teamwork, communication and negotiation
To identify the kind of job that they might like to do when they
are older
To identify stereotypes in science and discuss how scientists
are a diverse group of people.

PSHE
Being Me In My World
Piece 1: Becoming a class team
Piece 2: Being a school citizen
Piece 3: Rights, responsibilities and democracy
Piece 4: Rewards and consequences
Piece 5: Our learning charter
Piece 6: Owning our learning charter

English

Fiction unit: The Planet Gods
Outcomes/genres: Story set in an imagined world
GrammarExpanded noun phrases
Prepositional phrases
Adverbs
Inverted commas for direct speech
Non-Fiction unit: Hidden Figures—The story of 4 black
women and the space race
Outcomes/genres: Biography
Grammar- Conjunctions: co-ordinating and subordinating
Paragraphs to organise ideas around a theme
Apostrophes for possession

Maths

Read and write numbers with up to 4 digits in numbers and
words
Order numbers up to 10,000
Count backwards using a number line
Negative numbers
Round 4 digit numbers to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000
Using number line, find 1000 more and 1000 less
Recognise and name the properties of polygons: triangles and
quadrilaterals

Computing
E-safety
Self-image and identity
Privacy and security
Digital Media
Combine and evaluate digital images form a
variety of sources taking account of the audience.
Design and create their own multimedia projects
showing awareness of appropriate design and
layout for their intended audience.

RE
Why do some people believe God exists?
How many people believe in God?
Is God real? What do Christians think?
Why do people believe or not believe in God?
How do we know what is true?
What do Christians believe about how the world
began? Do they all share the same idea?

PE—Fitness

I can collect and record personal fitness data and identify areas
I need to improve.
I can explain what happens to my body when I exercise and
how this helps to make me healthy.
I can use key points to help me to improve my sprinting
technique.
I share ideas and work with others to manage activities.
I show balance when changing direction at speed.
I show control when completing activities to improve balance.
I show determination to continue working at over a period of
time.
I understand there are different areas of fitness and that each
area challenges my body differently.

PE—Yoga

I can describe how yoga makes me feel and can talk about the
benefits of yoga.
I can link poses together to create a yoga flow.
I can provide feedback using key terminology and understand
what I need to do to improve.
I can transition from pose to pose in time with my breath.
I can work collaboratively and effectively with others.
I demonstrate yoga poses which show clear shapes.
I show increasing control and balance when moving from one
pose to another.

French

Greetings: recap and extend
Recap months and numbers
Dates and Birthdays
Birthdays and 3rd person
Saying where you live
Family
Brothers and sisters

Art
Growth Mindset
Music
Year 5 Charanga unit: Livin’ on a Prayer

Theme: Rock Anthems.
Listening and appraising, singing, improvisation, composition,
performance.

Believe in yourself .
Mistakes Help you Grow.

Values

September - Friendship
October - Perseverance

Produce an observational drawing. • • Show shapes and
colours. • Draw a person in pen. • Use a sketchbook. Draw a
body in charcoal. • Make a 3D model.
Artist / sculptor studies - Julian Opie, Henry Moore, Giacometti.
Artist study - Peter Thorpe
Produce a pastel rocket picture in the style of the artist.

We will be celebrating Black History Month during this topic with a focus on the amazing people of colour who have made or contributed towards the incredible advances made in the fields of
physics, astronomy and space travel. Many of these scientists have had their achievements overlooked due to the colour of their skin. If you would like to focus on this for your homework, you
could find out about Mae Jemison, Neil deGrasse Tyson or ‘The Hidden Figures’: Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson and Dorothy Vaughan.

